
99C STORES. 2450 E CHAPMAN AVE. FULLERTON

AARRON JONES

Employee clock in # 226060

Manager: Zac

Tasks

 Aarron keeps his name tag and blade inside the office. He asks manager or
assistant manager for them.

 After clocking in Aarron asks manager if he has a flat bed with merchandise
ready for him. Manager usually tells him in which aisle he will be working.

 Aarron stocks merchandise. Best work practices must be observed so he does
not waste time. Flatbed next to where he is going to be stocking. Start stocking
merchandise at the beginning of the aisle and go down.

 VERY IMPORTANT. When stocking merchandise Aarron should continue the
flow of the display already there. Make more room for the new merchandise and
always front it. Make sure the shelves look full and everything has a nice
presentation. Everything should start at the top shelve and go down, if there is
enough merchandise. If not, make sure that at least two shelves are the same.
“What is on top is on the bottom” Everything should be stock by product, brand,
color, etc.

 Aarron should increase his productivity. 2 items minimum at a time or working
with a sense of urgency is required.

 Aarron and coach MUST provide customer service while stocking.
 Coach should help Aarron memorize the aisles. Coach should take pictures and

make visuals for him to study aisles and memorize the flow of the store.
 Flatten cardboard boxes and take them to the backroom after finished the whole

flatbed and put the boxes in the compactor.
 Aarron may be asked in occasions to retrieve shopping cart. Make sure he is

aware of his surroundings.
 If he gets a brake during his work shift it is only 10 minutes and coach should

make sure of that. Aarron needs help in remembering when to go back. He
needs to clock out for brake and clock in again.

Area of Improvement
 Staying focused on a task(no talking about cars or other subjects)
 Working with a sense of urgency
 Aarron worries too much and may be depressed sometimes. Motivate him!
 Make sure if there is a spill to clean it right away. If there are containers that are

open and contain chemicals (cleaning supplies, etc) Aarron needs to take them
to the backroom and put them by the janitor’s room. Just ask where they need to
be stored.
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Dress code
 Non-slip shoes, 99C uniform (black pants and black polo shirt), name tag, 99C

hat and apron.

Manager Requests
 Must greet and welcome all guests.
 Greet and help customers while working. HAPPY CUSTOMERS!


